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(54) UNDERWATER ELECTRIC POWER GENERATOR SYSTEM

(57) The present invention refers to an electric power
generating submarine tool, to be used in the Oil and Gas
Industry, for powering submarine equipments applied for
combating hydrate and also for feeding electric systems
in submarine equipments of production, processing and
transporting hydrocarbons. The tool according to the in-
vention comprises basically a hydraulic engine of axial
piston (1), a mechanical coupling (2), an electric power
generator (3), electric box of hydrostatically balanced de-
livery (4), a hydrostatically balanced submarine electric
cable (5), a wet-mate-type submarine electric connector
(6), hydraulic hoses (8), a compensator (9) for allowing
equalize the internal pressure with the external one. The
system is interconnected and driven hydraulically by a
ROV (15).
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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention refers to an electric power
generating submarine tool, to be used in the Oil and Gas
Industry, for powering submarine equipments applied for
combating hydrate and also for feeding electric systems
in submarine equipments of production, processing and
transporting hydrocarbons.
[0002] This tool generates electric power from the hy-
draulic power of a ROV (Remote Operated Vehicle). This
ROV will be dedicated and at the disposal, only for this
purpose, during the whole time necessary for generating
electric power.

Background of the Invention

[0003] In general, the power supply to a submarine pro-
duction system is designed according to the submarine
control system. Different types of control systems can be
used (direct hydraulic, electro-hydraulic, electric only,
etc.) that require different power systems projects. How-
ever, two types of power systems are used: electric power
system and hydraulic power system. [1]
[0004] In most cases the power availability is provided
through PSU (Production Stationary Units) such as plat-
forms and FPSOs (Floating Production Storage & Of-
floading), requiring long lengths of electrical cable in-
stalled in the seabed, in addition to other electrical deliv-
ery equipments, which increases the CAPEX (capital ex-
penditure) and OPEX (operational expenditure) of sub-
marines systems. To preview contingency situations, so-
lutions can be added to submarines systems further in-
creasing the cost of projects.
[0005] Other power source may be through installation
operation vessels such as PLSV (Pipe Line Support Ves-
sel) and RSV (ROV Support Vessel), which although they
have lower costs when compared to UEP they also have
too much complexity requiring reinforced electric cables,
coils, power source topside and protection systems for
electrical network, requiring a considerable time of oper-
ation and operational risk.
[0006] Some ROV manufacturers have introduced
customized solutions for submarine electric power sup-
ply. Among them, the one that is to use an electric cable
connected to one of its end to the electrical circuit of the
ROV and the other end which can be connected to ROV
panel of submarine equipments and/or tools. Although
this type of solution has lower cost and shorter time of
operation, its application depends on the electric power
required by the submarine system since ROV has some
limitations on its electrical circuit as the power supply
capacity as to the need of protection circuits in the vehi-
cle. In some cases, some ROV functions can be turned
off to increase the power supply (e.g. lighting circuit) un-
der certain operating conditions.
[0007] Other solutions such as submarine batteries

have been used in small ROV of search and inspection.
[0008] Petroleum fields’ operators have faced too
much problems with the problem of availability of electric
power sources available in submarine environment to
enable some operations such as remediation and aid in
the combat to hydrate aiming to have its dissociation,
monitoring independent systems, among others.
[0009] Power generating systems offshore currently
available are complex, requiring big reserved area and
classified for installation and operation of these systems
on topside of welds, platforms and vessels of installation,
operation vessel and intervention. The project in big part
requires long lengths of electric cables installed in the
seabed, in addition to other electric delivery equipments,
which increases the cost of purchase, installation and
operation of the submarine systems.
[0010] The availability of electric power through ROV
circuit is limited, reaching approximately 2.2 KW. To
reach a little bit more of electric power there is the pos-
sibility of turning off the lighting function of the ROV, what
it is not highly recommended. Regarding the use of ROV
electric circuit, the protection system must be designed
to prevent damages and the loss of ROV position when
submerged.
[0011] The solutions with batteries have problems re-
garding the amount of batteries necessary for generating
low power, resulting in heavier equipments/tools. In ad-
dition, this solution has to meet all national and interna-
tional norms requirements for transportation, storage and
discard. In addition, it is necessary a charger to supply
reloads to the battery, which further increases the cost
of such solution.

Brief Description of the Invention

[0012] The present invention refers to an electric power
generating submarine tool able to enable the electric
power enough for operations of installation or interven-
tion in tools and/or submarine equipments requiring such
need when submerged.
[0013] This tool is constituted of a hydraulic engine, a
mechanical coupling, an electric power generator, elec-
tric box of hydrostatically balanced delivery, a hydrostat-
ically balanced submarine electric cable, a wet-mate-
type submarine electric connector and an amperage
reading system.

Brief Description of the Figures

[0014]

- Figure 1: Represents the schematic of the Tool cou-
pled to ROV.

- Figure 2: Drawing of the concept of the Tool coupled
to ROV.

- Figure 3: Represents the schematic of the Tool.
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Detailed Description of the Invention

[0015] According to the figures mentioned, it is noted
that the electric power generating submarine tool (10)
comprises a hydraulic engine of axial piston (1) provided
with a mechanical coupling (2) interconnecting it to an
electric power generator (3) which, in turn, is sequenced
by an electric box of hydrostatically balanced delivery
(4), which is provided with a hydrostatically balanced sub-
marine electric cable (5) extending outside the said elec-
tric box of hydrostatically balanced delivery (4) and is
provided in its end of a wet-mate-type submarine electric
connector (6), in addition to serial cables (7) and a dummy
plug (11) for protecting the communication spare electric
connector Ethernet or RS232, wherein the said mechan-
ical coupling (2) is also provided with hydraulic hoses (8)
interconnecting it to the hydraulic system (13) of ROV
(15), being also the said electric power generator (3) has
a pressure compensator (9) interconnected to it adja-
cently, to enable equalizing the internal pressure with the
external one, and an amperage reading system using
the electric interface (12) (ROV-Electr.-ROV Electrical
Interface) of the ROV, through a communication cable
Ethernet or RS232.
[0016] The electric power generating submarine tool
(10) is driven hydraulically and is able to operate with
flow rates from 50 l/min to 130 l/min at constant pressure
of 2500 psi available by ROV (15). The minimum flow
rate generated by ROV (15) is enough to drive the hy-
draulic engine (1) of the tool (10) transmitting the torque
via mechanical coupling (2) to the electric power gener-
ator shaft (3). This generator (3) is able to provide least
14 kW - 650 VDC of electric power to submarine tools or
equipments needing electric power.
[0017] The hydraulic interconnection of the tool with
hydraulic supply (13) of the ROV (15) is performed
through conventional hydraulic connections (8) of type
JIC-6 (JIC - Joint Industry Council) or similar.
[0018] A hydrostatically balanced electric delivery box
(4) is connected to the electric generator (3) and to the
submarine electric cable (5). From this electric delivery
box (4) serial cables (7) (RS-232 and Ethernet) are de-
rived for amperage reading of the tool available in the
control room topside of ROV.
[0019] An electric cable passes inside a balanced hose
(5) to support the hydrostatic pressure and is connected
to the electric power generator (3) through a JB (4) (Pres-
sure Compensated Junction Box) in one of its ends. On
the other end, it is ended in a wet-mate type plug con-
nector (6) appropriate for operations with ROV.
[0020] The tool (10) at issue is designed in a light and
compact form to enable its submarine transportation
while coupled to the ROV (15) structure. For this tool, it
is estimated a weight lower than 100 kg (submerged
weight).
[0021] The invention of the electric power generating
submarine tool (10) is a solution having great advantages
when compared to other sources of submarine electric

powers commercially available.
[0022] The electric power generating submarine tool
(10) provides an optimized logistics regarding storage,
conditioning and transportation in the several modals
(land, air and marine) due to its low weight and reduced
dimensions. In cases of submarine operations of contin-
gencies it may be easily shipped.
[0023] The electric power generating submarine tool
(10) provides a reduction in the operations time, since it
is a tool designed for meeting all interfaces with ROV
regarding its coupling/fixation to the remote vehicle struc-
ture, its driving through hydraulic supply (13) of the ROV
(15) and the interface with the ROV-type electric connec-
tor (6) for moving the electric cable (5) and the coupling
in the submerged equipment panel.
[0024] The electric power generating submarine tool
(10) meets the need of electric systems of submarine
tools and/or equipments with low power demand, not be-
ing necessary the systems mobilization elaborated
and/or even the deviation of electric power cables of sub-
marine systems for using in certain operations (e.g. con-
tingency operation).
[0025] The electric power generating submarine tool
(10) provides low maintenance since it is a low complexity
system, with a few components already qualified by norm
and in submarine environments in its molding.
[0026] The electric power generating submarine tool
(10) is driven by hydraulic supply (13) of ROV (15) that
drives the hydraulic engine (1) of the tool. This hydraulic
engine (1) transmits torque to a mechanical coupling (2)
joining the engine (1) to an electric power generator (3).
This generator (3) is coupled to a delivery box (4) of elec-
tric power that is hydrostatically balanced. This box (4)
is coupled to a submarine electric cable (5) designed to
resist to hydrostatic pressure and the electric power gen-
erated by the tool circuit. This electric cable (5) must be
able to be handled by ROV and connect the electric con-
nector (6) in its end to the panel ROV of submerged tools
and/or equipments.

Claims

1. An electric power generating submarine tool com-
prising a hydraulic engine (1) provided with a me-
chanical coupling (2) interconnecting it to an electric
power generator (3) which, in turn, is sequenced by
an electric box of hydrostatically balanced delivery
(4) which is provided with a hydrostatically balanced
submarine electric cable (5) that extends outside the
said box (4) and is provided in its end with a wet-
mate-type submarine electric connector (6), in addi-
tion the serial cables (7) and a dummy plug (11),
wherein the said mechanical coupling (2) is also pro-
vided with hydraulic hoses (8) interconnecting it to
the hydraulic system (13) of ROV (15), also wherein
the said power generator (3) has a pressure com-
pensator (9) interconnected to it adjacently, and a
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ampere reading system interconnected to an electric
interface (12) of ROV.

2. The tool according to claim 1, wherein it is added
hydraulically and operates with flow rates of 50 l/min
to 130 l/min, under constant pressure of 2500 psi.

3. The tool according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the hy-
draulic engine (1) is hydraulically driven by the hy-
draulic supply (13) of ROV (15) and transmit torque
via mechanical coupling (2) to the electric power gen-
erator shaft (3), providing at least 14 kW - 650 VDC
of electric power for submarine tools or equipments.

4. The tool according to claim 2 or 3, wherein the hy-
draulic interconnection is performed through hydrau-
lic hoses (8).

5. The tool according to claim 1, wherein the hydrostat-
ically balanced electric delivery box (4) to be con-
nected to electric generator (3) and to submarine
electric cable (5), and to be provided of serial cables
(7) for amperage reading.

6. The tool according to claim 1, wherein the electric
cable (5) is connected to the electric power generator
(3) through the hydrostatically balanced electric de-
livery box (4) in one end, and on the other end is
provided with a wet-mate type plug connector (6).

7. The tool according to claim 1, wherein the amperage
reading system uses the electric interface (12),
through communication cable (7).

8. The tool according to claim 1, wherein the compen-
sator (9) equalize the internal pressure with the ex-
ternal.

9. The tool according to claim 1, wherein the dummy
plug (11) protects the communication spare electric
connector (7).
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